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Abstract 

 
Electronic flight control systems are safety-critical and complex systems requiring highest levels of integrity 
and availability. This is why the development process for the embedded flight control laws has to ensure rig-
orous validation and verification. However, the complete absence of development errors cannot be guaran-
teed. Usually, there is one requirement set from which flight control laws software is developed. Accordingly, 
undetected errors in the flight control law requirements represent a potential single point of failure. Means to 
mitigate the effects of such errors are addressed by a current project on the investigation of flight control law 
monitors that the European Union Aviation Safety Agency has launched in 2022. One possible approach is to 
develop independent flight control law monitoring functions. This paper proposes potential Independent Mon-
itoring Functions and validates their feasibility using a simulation environment with a flight mechanical model 
and flight control laws for manual flight of a commercial aircraft. 
 

ACRONYMS 

DM Direct Mode 
EASA European Union Aviation Safety Agency 
FCL Flight Control Laws 
FCS Flight Control Systems 
HF hands-free 
IM-FCL Independent Monitor for FCL 
IMFs Independent Monitoring Functions 
NM Normal Mode 
TP Trim Point 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Electronic flight control systems are safety-critical and com-
plex systems requiring highest levels of integrity and avail-
ability. This is why the development process for the embed-
ded flight control laws (FCL) has to ensure rigorous valida-
tion and verification. In typical fly-by-wire architectures, 
flight control laws are developed based on a common set of 
requirements. The FCL are implemented in dissimilar com-
puting lanes and the outputs of the lanes are compared to 
detect faults. References [1],[2],[3] describe flight control ar-
chitectures of modern commercial aircraft. The dissimilar 
implementation of both lanes is state-of-the-art, and it en-
sure that hardware faults and the effects of implementation 
(coding) errors can be detected. This control and monitor 
lane approach assures fail-passive behaviour if the lanes 
disagree.  

However, nearly all serious accidents, in which software 
was involved, are related to requirement flaws and not to 
coding errors. This phenomenon is observed in different in-
dustrial sectors [4]. Therefore, the FCL development can be 
a source of common mode errors and subsequent failures. 
Generally, development assurance is used to mitigate the 
risk of development errors. However, the European Union 
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) highlights in  MOC SC-
VTOL.2300 [5] that “[f]ull reliance on Development Assur-
ance […] as sole mitigation of a common mode failure […] 
shall be avoided as far as practicable” and recognizes in a 

non-published generic certification review item [6] that 
“monitoring of the Flight Control Laws may be a possible 
mitigation against common mode errors”. An FCL monitor 
that is independent from the FCL requirements could be key 
to achieve fault tolerance against FCL requirement errors. 
Therefore, the EASA has launched a project [7] to investi-
gate if such an Independent Monitor can detect effects 
caused by FCL development errors. 

The primary objective for such an independent monitor for 
FCL (IM-FCL) is to mitigate the effects of common mode 
development errors. The IM-FCL should detect a failure be-
fore it becomes hazardous, but it must not cause false 
alarms, and it must be functionally independent from the 
FCL that it monitors. That means, new functions and new 
requirements have to be defined. In order to minimize the 
likelihood of additional development errors within the moni-
tor requirements, it is necessary to keep the monitoring 
functions as simple as possible. 

Two monitoring concepts have been developed and are 
subject of the validation activities described here. The ob-
jective is to assess the feasibility of those concepts. The 
first concept compares the output of the nominal FCL mode 
to the output of a simplified FCL to detect failures. The sec-
ond concept relates the flight state to the pilot commands 
and determines whether the FCL output is acceptable for 
continued safe flight - but not necessarily correct. 

As with any system monitor, there are two basic criteria for 
monitor validation. The first criterion is monitoring effective-
ness: does the monitor detect the effects of FCL develop-
ment errors before they lead to critical conditions? The sec-
ond one is monitoring robustness within the full operational 
flight envelope: is the monitor robust against false alarms in 
failure-free situations? 

The monitor validation uses a simulation environment, con-
sisting of the flight mechanical model of a regional jet and 
its state-of-the-art flight control laws for manual flight. 
Means for failure insertion have been developed to stimu-
late FCL failures. The effectiveness and robustness of the 
FCL monitors have been evaluated for different flight 
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phases, flight manoeuvres, flight conditions (including wind) 
and failure conditions. 

This paper summarizes the investigated concepts for IM-
FCL that are described in [8]. The validation method is ex-
plained, including a short description of the flight simulation 
environment, the test conditions, and the test cases. Se-
lected validation test results are discussed. The paper con-
cludes with a summary and outlook on future validation ac-
tivities. 

2 CONCEPTS FOR MONITORING FUNCTIONS 

Reference [8] describes principles and concepts for inde-
pendent monitoring of FCL. Multiple Independent Monitor-
ing Functions (IMFs) form an IM-FCL. Concepts for IMFs 
can be categorized by their decision mechanism. A decision 
mechanism is a function that adjudicates, arbitrates, or oth-
erwise decides on the acceptability of the results obtained 
by two independent variants. Two concepts are investi-
gated: 

• Comparator, and 
• Plausibility Check1.  

A Comparator compares the outputs of the Normal Mode 
(NM) FCL to the outputs of a functionally independent alter-
native, like the Direct Mode (DM) FCL, and works on the 
FCL level. Therefore, it can directly allocate a detected fail-
ure to the FCL. In addition, the detection occurs potentially 
earlier than with monitors that are working on aircraft level, 
as the latter only can react upon aircraft response [8]. 

A Plausibility Check verifies that the behaviour of the FCL 
software is acceptable in the sense of plausibility rather 
than correctness, based on predictions on the anticipated 
system state. The Plausibility Check can monitor on aircraft 
or FCL level. Monitoring on aircraft level allows a direct as-
sessment of the criticality of the failure and it inherently pro-
vides functional independence between the monitor and the 
FCL [8]. Possible Plausibility Checks can be categorized 
into three groups: 

• Limit Checks, 
• Behaviour Checks, or 
• Command Checks (not used in this paper). 

Limit Checks check for a violation of flight envelope limits 
that the aircraft must not exceed. Behaviour Checks check 
the plausibility of the aircraft reaction under consideration 
of the pilot demand. Command Checks comprise checks for 
acceptability of the FCL commands to the control surfaces 
that are monitored under consideration of the pilot demand. 
Refer to [8] for a detailed description of these concepts.  

2.1 Comparator 

Three Independent Monitoring Functions (IMFs) based on 
the Comparator concept are proposed. The NM FCL com-
putes the commands that control the aircraft, the IMFs use 
for comparison the DM FCL that simultaneously compute 
control surface deflections. NM FCL commands depend on 
the dynamic pressure to compensate changing effective-
ness of the aerodynamic control surfaces by gain schedul-
ing. The DM has fixed gains for most of the flight envelope 

 
1 Reference [8] uses the term Acceptability Check instead of Plau-
sibility Check to describe this IMF concept. 

and relies on the pilot to adapt his commands to the flight 
conditions. To achieve comparable command signals, the 
DM FCL commands are scaled by using the dynamic pres-
sure ratio �̅�𝑟𝑒𝑓/�̅�. For example, the elevator command 
𝜂𝑐𝑚𝑑,𝐷𝑀 is scaled by: 

𝜂𝑐𝑚𝑑,𝐷𝑀 𝑠𝑐 =  
�̅�𝑟𝑒𝑓

�̅�
𝜂𝑐𝑚𝑑,𝐷𝑀  (1) 

The IMFs compare the NM and the DM elevator, aileron 
and rudder commands respectively. The requirement and 
rationale listed in TAB 1 is an example for an elevator com-
parator check. Requirements for the aileron and rudder 
command comparison are defined in a similar way. 

TAB 1: Requirement for elevator command comparison 
function. 

Requirement The IMF shall trip, if the elevator com-
mand of normal law 𝜂𝑐𝑚𝑑 and direct law 
𝜂𝑐𝑚𝑑,𝐷𝑀 𝑆𝐶 significantly differ, 
AND if the aircraft is operated in normal 
flight envelope. 

Rationale The NM and DM FCL outputs should be 
similar when considering the effects of 
dynamic pressure and flight envelope 
protections are inactive. 

Type Comparator 

The condition “aircraft is operated in normal flight envelope” 
refers to the protected values of the pitch angle, airspeed, 
angle of attack, bank angle and load factor. This condition 
is checked to ensure that the NM protection functions are 
not active, as their activation would drastically change the 
NM commands and a comparison with DM commands 
would not be viable. 

TAB 2 list the thresholds of the comparator IMFs at the 
three investigated trim points defined in TAB 9.  

TAB 2: Thresholds for comparator IMFs. 

Limit 
TP 

∆𝜂𝑐𝑚𝑑 ∆𝜉𝑐𝑚𝑑 ∆𝜁𝑐𝑚𝑑 

09 1.1° 8.0° 1.4° 
23 1.2° 9.0° 3.1° 
01 9.0° 9.0° 6.0° 

2.2 Plausibility Check 
Twelve monitoring functions for the Plausibility Check con-
cept are proposed, consisting of: 
 

• limit checks (5), and 
• behaviour checks: 

o hands-free checks (3), and 
o sign checks (4) (not evaluated in this paper).  

Hands-free checks monitor the aircraft reaction during 
hands-free operation only, that is when no pilot inputs are 
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applied. Sign checks monitor the aircraft reaction during pi-
lot inputs. Examples for the requirements of the proposed 
monitoring functions are listed in TAB 3 to TAB 5.  

TAB 3 gives an example for a limit check of the bank angle. 
Requirements for airspeed, angle of attack, pitch angle and 
load factor limit checks are defined in the same way, using 
the values of TAB 6. 

TAB 3: Requirement for maximum bank angle limit check. 

Requirement IM shall trip if the absolute aircraft bank 
angle |Φ| exceeds 70°. 

Rationale A high bank angle can lead to stalls 
and/or spatial disorientation. 

Type Limit Check 

Requirements for the bank angle and load factor hands-free 
checks are defined analogously using the values listed in 
TAB 7. 

TAB 4 gives an example of a hands-free check. This func-
tion checks that the roll rate does not exceed a predefined 
limit without pilot inputs. Requirements for the bank angle 
and load factor hands-free checks are defined analogously 
using the values listed in TAB 7. 

TAB 4: Requirement for roll rate hands-free check. 

Requirement The IMF shall trip if the absolute value 
of the roll rate |𝑝| exceeds 6 °/s, 
AND if no pilot roll input, 
AND if the aircraft is operated in normal 
flight envelope. 

Rationale Aircraft roll rate should not exceed limit 
if pilot does not demand a change in 
bank angle. 
Threshold value: |𝑝| = 6 °/s  

Type Behaviour Check 

TAB 5 gives an example of a sign check for the roll rate. 
Requirements for pitch rate, yaw rate and load factor sign 
checks are defined analogously. Sign check IMFs are not 
further considered in this paper. 

TAB 6 and TAB 7 list thresholds for hazardous failure con-
ditions at the investigated trim points. With the exception for 
the angle of sideslip 𝛽, the threshold values originate from 
functional hazard assessments on aircraft and on system 
level. The threshold values for 𝛽 are based on engineering 
judgement. The threshold values defined in TAB 7 are valid 
for hands-free operation only, i.e. no pilot inputs. 

 

TAB 5: Requirement for roll rate sign check. 

Requirement The IMF shall trip, if roll rate 𝑝 is posi-
tive/(negative), 

AND if the pilot gives left/(right) wing 
down input, 
AND if the aircraft is operated in normal 
flight envelope. 

Rationale Aircraft reaction should correspond to 
pilot demand, if no protection function 
reduces pilot authority. 

Type Behaviour Check 

TAB 6: Thresholds for hazardous failure conditions. 

Limit 
TP 𝜽 𝜶 𝒏𝒛 𝑽𝑪𝑨𝑺 or 𝑴𝒂 

09 
𝛩 < −15° 
 30° < 𝛩 

9.1° < 𝛼 
𝑛𝑧 <  −1.0 g 
 2.55 g < 𝑛𝑧 

332 kt < 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆 
0.845 < 𝑀𝑎 23 10.0° < 𝛼 

01 14.9° < 𝛼 181 kt < 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆 

TAB 7: Thresholds for hazardous failure conditions during 
hands-free operation. 

Limit 
TP 𝒏𝒛 𝒑 𝜷 𝜱 

09 
𝑛𝑧 <  0.4 g 
 1.6 g < 𝑛𝑧 |𝑝| > 6

°

s
 

 5° < 𝛽 

35° < |𝛷| 23 10° < 𝛽 
01 16° < 𝛽 

3 VALIDATION OF MONITORING FUNCTIONS 

The validation activities for the selected FCL monitors that 
are implemented according to the described concepts are 
now summarized. TAB 8 lists the investigated monitoring 
functions. Three monitoring functions based on the Com-
parator concept and eight monitoring functions based on 
the Plausibility Check concept are investigated and com-
pared for both monitoring effectiveness and robustness. 
The objective of the validation is to demonstrate the feasi-
bility of the monitoring functions. 

TAB 8: List of proposed monitoring functions. 

Concept Function Monitored Parameter 
Comparison Command 

Comparison 𝜂𝑐𝑚𝑑, 𝜉𝑐𝑚𝑑 and 𝜁𝑐𝑚𝑑 

Plausibility 
Limit Checks 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆, 𝑛𝑧, 𝛩, 𝛼 and 𝛷  
Hands-free 
Checks 𝑝, 𝛷, and 𝑛𝑧 

3.1 Simulation Environment 

The validation activities use a simulation environment con-
sisting of an aircraft flight mechanical model of a repre-
sentative regional jet aircraft, and a set of Normal Mode and 
Direct Mode (back-up) FCL for manual flight. Both the air-
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craft model and the FCL originate from a commercial devel-
opment project. The aircraft model has been validated by 
flight tests, and the FCL used in the simulations are devel-
oped and qualified with Design Assurance Level A accord-
ing to [9]. Thus, the simulation environment provides a 
highly representative platform for the FCL monitor valida-
tion activities. 

3.2 Validation Approach 

The objective of the validation tests is to assess the feasi-
bility of the proposed IMFs. As the comparison and hands-
free IMFs are limited to operations within the normal flight 
envelope, i.e. when no NM protection functions are active, 
only test cases in the normal operational flight envelope will 
be investigated. However, failures or disturbances may lead 
to a departure from the normal operational flight envelope. 

Three trim points (TP) are selected. They represent three 
flight phases: cruise (TP09), loitering (TP23), and approach 
(TP01). TP09 is a cruise condition at high altitudes and high 
airspeeds. TP23 is a flight condition between descent 
phases at medium altitude and low speed in clean configu-
ration. TP01 represents a low-speed approach, near the an-
gle of attack protection limit, with landing gear down and 
flaps fully deflected. TAB 9 lists the key parameters of the 
investigated trim points. 

TAB 9: Investigated trim points (TP). 

TP Altitude Flaps Landing 
Gear 𝑽𝑪𝑨𝑺 𝜽 = 𝜶 

09 30,568 ft 0° 𝑢𝑝 303 kt 1.45° 
23 13,122 ft 0° 𝑢𝑝 230 kt 3.42° 
01 666 ft 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 135 kt 7.64° 

The effects of FCL development errors on the FCL output 
can vary significantly. However, first simulations showed 
that the initial effect is often similar to a command runaway. 
For example, an erroneous activation of the high angle of 
attack protection can lead to an unwanted and significant 
pitch command.  

The validation activities focus on runaway-like failures that 
lead to hazardous or catastrophic failure conditions. The 
failure is injected by replacing the FCL output with a runa-
way signal. The investigated test cases represent failures 
that occur during hands-free operation of the aircraft, when 
no pilot inputs are applied. Sign check monitoring functions 
require a pilot input to check for a plausible direction of air-
craft response. Those functions are not considered here. 

3.3 Test Cases 

The test cases used for the IMF validation are grouped into 
two categories, effectiveness test cases and robustness 
test cases. Effectiveness test cases check for the timely de-
tection of unsafe conditions as described in [8]. Robustness 
test cases check for spurious detections under failure-free 
operating conditions including operational manoeuvres and 
external disturbances. The IMF is robust under these con-
ditions, if it does not trigger. In all investigated test cases 
the manoeuvre, disturbance or failure starts at 𝑡 = 2.0 𝑠. 

3.3.1 Effectiveness Test Cases 

The objective of the IM-FCL is to detect failures that lead to 
conditions classified as hazardous or catastrophic [8]. To 
assess the effectiveness of the monitors, test cases of run-
away-like failures with limited amplitude and rate have been 
defined, so that the aircraft just exceeds at least one of the 
defined thresholds of TAB 6 and/or TAB 7. This allows an 
assessment of the sensitivity of the IMFs. Runaways with 
smaller amplitudes are assumed to have no hazardous con-
sequences. They do not need to be detected, while runa-
ways with larger amplitudes will always be hazardous or 
catastrophic. Two types of runaways are investigated: fast 
runaways and slow runaways. Thirty-three failures on all 
control surface commands and directions are defined, see 
TAB 10. 

TAB 10: Runaway test cases for effectiveness tests. 

Test Case Description 
FAIL100 to FAIL104 Elevator command runaway. 

Maximum rate and limited ampli-
tude. 

FAIL105 to FAIL108 Slow elevator command runa-
way. Limited rate and limited am-
plitude. 

FAIL200 to FAIL202 Asymmetric aileron command 
runaway (left wing down). Maxi-
mum rate and limited amplitude. 

FAIL203 to FAIL205 Slow asymmetric aileron com-
mand runaway (left wing down). 
Limited rate and amplitude. 

FAIL210 and 
FAIL211 

Symmetric negative aileron runa-
way (lift dump). 

FAIL300 to FAIL302 Positive rudder command runa-
way (nose to the left). Maximum 
rate and limited amplitude. 

FAIL303 and 
FAIL304 

Slow positive rudder command 
runaway (nose to the left). Lim-
ited rate and amplitude. 

FAIL400 and 
FAIL401 

Trimmable horizontal stabilizer 
runaway. Maximum rate and lim-
ited amplitude. 

FAIL402 Slow trimmable horizontal stabi-
lizer runaway (pitch down). Lim-
ited rate and limited amplitude. 

FAIL500 to FAIL502  Asymmetric spoiler command 
runaway (left wing down). Maxi-
mum rate and limited amplitude 

FAIL503 to FAIL505 Slow asymmetric spoiler com-
mand runaway (left wing down). 
Limited rate and amplitude. 

FAIL510 and 
FAIL511 

Symmetric flight spoiler runaway 
(lift dump). 

3.3.2 Robustness Test Cases 

To assess the robustness of the monitors, five test cases 
consisting of operational manoeuvres and test inputs, as 
well as five test cases of severe wind conditions are de-
fined. TAB 11 summarizes the simulated robustness test 
cases.  
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limit IMFs could contribute. However, significant improve-
ment is only expected if information on the disturbances is 
provided to the IMFs. Additionally, the 𝜉𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 IMF needs in-
formation on the commands of the load alleviation function. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Two concepts for Independent Monitoring of FCL (IM-FCL) 
from Ref. [8] were investigated to validate the feasibility of 
the IM-FCL approach: (i) the Comparator Concept that ver-
ifies the correct functionality of the FCL by comparing the 
outputs of two available flight control laws that are function-
ally independent; (ii) the Plausibility Concept that uses pilot 
commands to predict aircraft behaviour. Both concepts ver-
ify that the FCL outputs are plausible and, in a range, where 
they do not cause hazardous flight conditions rather than 
correct. The Comparator monitors on FCL level, the Plausi-
bility Check works on aircraft and FCL level. Checks on FCL 
level are preferable as they can detect safety-critical fail-
ures earlier and before they lead to a hazardous flight con-
dition. 

The feasibility of the FCL monitoring concepts regarding 
their effectiveness (correct and timely failure detection) and 
robustness (no false detections) was investigated in a rep-
resentative flight simulation environment with failure-injec-
tion capabilities. Independent Monitor functions comprising 
comparators, hands-free and limit checks were assessed 
during different flight phases, flight manoeuvres, flight con-
ditions (including gusts) with and without FCL failures. In 
conclusion, independent monitoring of FCL seems to be 
feasible. However, significant effort is still required to ulti-
mately prove the efficiency and robustness of an Independ-
ent Monitor. 

The flight simulation results show that the three Comparator 
IMFs 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝, 𝜉𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 and 𝜁𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 are effective. Since the eleva-
tor and aileron command comparison functions also detect 
failures of other control surface commands, it can be con-
sidered whether this capability can be used to make dedi-
cated monitoring of certain control surface commands un-
necessary, e.g. rudder commands. While this capability 
could reduce the number of required IMFs, it has to be in-
vestigated how this aspect influences fault detection and 
isolation capabilities that may be necessary in a future sys-
tem. 

The elevator command comparison function 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 always 
detects failures of symmetric control surface commands be-
fore the hands-free IMF 𝑛𝑧,𝐻𝐹, showing a good monitoring 
effectiveness at all three trim points. In most cases of asym-
metric failures, the aileron command comparison function 
𝜉𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 detects failures of roll control surfaces earlier than the 
hands-free IMF 𝑝𝐻𝐹. Exceptions are one slow rudder com-
mand runaway (TP09/FAIL300) and one asymmetric 
spoiler command failure (TP09/FAIL500). The rudder com-
mand comparison IMF 𝜁𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 detects nearly all rudder run-
aways first. The only exception is case TP01/FAIL304 
where the IMF 𝜉𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 triggers first. This indicates that the 
detection thresholds should be better balanced for low air-
speed (low dynamic pressure). 

 

 

The hands-free IMF 𝑛𝑧,𝐻𝐹 detects all symmetric failures. 
IMF 𝑝𝐻𝐹 detects most of the investigated asymmetric fail-
ures. It did not detect two aileron runaways at low airspeed 
(TP01/FAIL202 and 205), one asymmetric spoiler failure 
(TP23/FAIL504) and two slow rudder runaways 
(TP09/FAIL303 and TP23/FAIL304), for which other IMFs 
are certainly better suited. To improve the effectiveness of 
the Plausibility Check IMFs, dedicated monitoring functions 
for each safety critical parameter listed in TAB 6 and TAB 7 
should be considered. 

In terms of overall robustness against false alarms, the 
Comparator IMFs and the Plausibility Check IMFs perform 
excellent during standard manoeuvres (no false detec-
tions). More aggressive manoeuvres should be investi-
gated next. Extreme disturbances, like design gusts, pose 
a challenge to the IMFs since both concepts give false 
alarms in such conditions. Introducing and tuning confirma-
tion times and tweaking the thresholds of the IMFs can im-
prove the robustness. However, at low airspeeds, where 
Normal Law FCL compensate severe disturbances with 
large control surface deflections up to the stop, deflection 
thresholds would become excessive - and too large for sen-
sible monitoring.  

The robustness and effectiveness of the aileron command 
comparison IMF 𝜉𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝, can be further increased, if the acti-
vation status of the 𝑛𝑧 load alleviation function is provided 
to the IMF. However, significant improvement in robustness 
is only expected if information on the disturbances is pro-
vided to the IMFs. Means to distinguish between a reaction 
caused by FCL commands and a reaction that is caused by 
external disturbances are currently investigated.  

The next phase of the monitor validation will investigate ef-
fectiveness and robustness at more aggressive manoeu-
vres and further test conditions (variation of mass and cen-
tre of gravity, closer to and in the protections, and other fail-
ure conditions e.g., erroneous gain). More plausibility IMFs, 
including sign and command checks, which were not ad-
dressed here, will be designed and investigated. The effi-
ciency of plausibility and comparator IMFs will be compared 
and increased by providing more information to the IMF, es-
pecially on disturbances and on other active flight control 
functions like load alleviation. 
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